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ABSTRACT: DE PIPPO T. & DONADIO C, Morpho logy, genesis and
evolution ofrockpools along italian coasts. (IT ISSN 0391-9838,1999) .

Recent research has provided more know ledge on identifying rock
pools along Mediterranean coasts and on understand ing their genesis and
evolut ion.

Observation of thirteen morphotypes falling int o five different cate
gories and some forms with intermediate features allowed a genetic
morphologica l classification to be proposed, par tly bearing in mind de
scriptions furnished by other Autho rs in differin g geographic sites. The
observed rock poo ls may be found in any resistant substra te, in both
emerged and submerged environments. They are genera lly circu lar in
shape and show a general evolutionary trend towards spindle-shaped
geometries.

Frequent ph enomena of pir acy, producing rejuvenated forms
and /or large, complex rockpoo ls, are observe d in the different morph o
types . Their genesis and evolution are closely linked to changing envi
ronmental conditions and their reciprocal interaction. Bio-erosion, ac
tio n of bio -constructor micro-orga nisms and precipitation of salts in
rock pores are pr evalent. Thi s processes are accompained by ph ysico
chemical erosion by both marine and meteoric waters and mechanical
erosion by waves .

Climatic conditions, characteristics of the rocky subs trate and degree
of expos ure to wave action also grea tly influence the development of
rockpoo ls. In add ition to cur ren tly evolving forms, «fossil» forms may al
so be observed on marine ter races, closely correlated with Pleistocene
tectonic and eustatic events which brought the rockpools to location
higher than the prese nt -day sea level. They are now exposed to subaerial
eros ion , togeth er with subma rine remodelling or progressive sediment
infilling at depth beyond 10 m.

KEY W ORDS: Geomorphology, Coastal erosion , Q uaternary, Medi
terranean.
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RIASSUNTO: DE PIPPO T. & DONADIO C, MOlfologia, genesi ed euolu
zione delle pozze di scogliera lungo le coste italiane. (IT ISSN 0391-9838,
1999).

Le ricerche svolte hanno permesso di forn ire un contributo al ricono
scimento delle pozze di scogliera presenti lun go Ie coste medit er ranee ed
alIa comprensione della loro genesi ed evoluzione . L'osservazione di tre
dici morfotipi, ascrivib ili a cinque differenti categorie, ed alcune forme
con caratteristiche inte rmed ie ha consent ito di proporre una classificazio
ne genetico-morfo logica, tenend o tra l' altro conto di quanto descritt o da
altr i Autori in diverse localita geografiche.

Le pozze di scogliera osserva te sono presenti su qualunque litologia
resistenre, sia in ambiente emerso sia subacqueo, presenrando principal
mente una forma circolare ed un a genera le tendenza evolutiva verso geo
metr ie di tipo fusoidale.

Per differenti morfotipi sono stati osservati Irequent i fenomeni di cat
tu ra che producono un ringiovanirnento delle forme, generando pozze di
scogliera comp lesse anche di grandi dimensioni.

La genesi ed evoluzione delle forme descritte sono risultate stre tta
ment e conn esse ai differenti fattori ambientali ed alIa 101' 0 mutua intera
zione. Im port anti risultano i fenomeni di bioerosione, l'azione esercita ta
dagli organismi biocostruttori e la precipitazione di sali nei pori della roc
cia. Cong iuntamente a tali processi risultano deterrnin anti sia l'erosione
fisico-chimica operata dall'acqua, mar ina e meteorica, che 1'erosione rnec
canica del mota ondoso. Anche Ie condi zioni climatiche, Ie caratteristiche
del substrate roccioso e l' esposizione della costa rivestono grande influen
za nell 'evoluzione delle pozze di scogliera.

Oltre aIle forme attualmente in evoluzione, sono state osservate sui
terra zzi rnarini forme la cui pos izione e strettarnente correlata agli eventi
tettono-eustatici pleistocenici; questi hanno portato Ie pozze di scogliera
sia a quote superiori dell'at tuale livello marino, dove sono esposte ai feno 
meni d'eros ione subaerea, sia a profondita oltre i 10m, dove subiscono
un rimodellamento a un prog ressivo colmarnento.

TERIvIINI CHIAVE: Geo morfologia, Erosione costiera, Quaternario,
Med iterraneo.

INTRODUCTION

Rockpools, the small depressions so typic al of th e mo r
phology of rocky coasts or th e surface of present-day or
older marine terraces erode d by th e sea, must be con side-
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FIG. 1 - Lithobiontic ecological niches into limestone (from Golubic &
alii, 1981, modified).

TABLE 1 - Removal rates of north Adriatic limestone substrate due to
grazing and burrowing by gastropods and echinoids, and marine physico

chemical dissolution (from Spencer, 1988, modified)

In the present work, analysis of genetic features indi
cates both bioconstructed and erosional forms, the latter
showing evidence of mixed biological, mechanical and dis
solutive erosion. Rockpools with reverse-gradient bottoms
had already been reported in flat basalt surfaces in tropical
regions (Wentworth, 1938; Hills, 1949; Guilcher & alii,
1962) and on Quaternary calcarenites (eolianites) along the
Atlantic coastline of Marocco (Guilcher & Joly, 1954).

In agreement with previous Authors, Battistini (1986)
attributes their origin to the greater resistance of rock near
the waterline, due to the precipitation of calcite in pores
and cracks, and to the presence of extensive algal covers
and bioconcretions. The origin of coastal erosional forms
is also linked to superficial dismantling by lithobiontic
micro-organisms (epiliths, chasmo-, crypto- and eu-endo
[iths) the action of which gives rise to holes and cracks in
limestone rocks (Golubic, 1981; fig. 1). The mechanisms of
biological micro- and macro-erosion contribute towards
the morphogenesis of limestone coasts in several geograph
ic areas (Spencer, 1988). In particular, rock abrasion by
the crystalline radula of Patella coerulea while searching for
food, together with dismantling and chemical dissolution
by micro-organisms, other molluscs (Littorina neritoidesi
and echinoids (Paracentrotus liuidus), which can tolerate
high salt concentrations, is considered one of the causes of
coastal erosion in the Adriatic. The mean erosion rates of
rock (tab. 1), referring both to such organisms and to dis
solution, differ. Regnauld (1995) attributes the formation

0.51 -;- 0.76
0.07 -;- 0.13

1.1
0.05 -;- 0.25

Rock erosion rate (rum/year)

Patella coerulea
Littorina neritoides

Paracentrotus lioidus
dissolution

Agent

The term vasque, or the less common flaque, used by
French Authors, generally refers to their basin-like aspect.
Similarly, in English they are called pools) flat-bottomed
pools or flat-floored basins, while rockpool (or rocky pool) ,
fluted lapies or lapiez and solution pools indicate not only
the prevailing form but also the stony nature of the sub
strate and forms due to karstic genesis. The word pan, al
though also used to denote rockpools, refers to large subel
liptical depressions with diameters ranging from 50 m to 5
km due to wind deflation, with barchan dunes on the lee
ward side, composing relict forms in desert areas (Garner,
1974). Forms similar to rockpools are the smaller (1-3 m)
elongated ephemeral pools generated behind first-order
berms during storms along the sandy-pebbly beaches of
the Mediterranean. Italian Authors use the expressions
marmitta di evorsione (derived from current terminology
for fluvio-glacial environments: Castiglioni, 1982; Federici
& Piacente, 1993), marmitta di abrasione (Romano &
Sgrosso, 1992), marmitta di erosione or vasca di corrosione,
the latter translated from the French (De Pippo & alii,
1998). These terms are all equivalent to the English word
pothole (Sunamura, 1992), indicating the characteristic
subcylindrical or hemispheric shape, the genesis of which
is due to the high-energy hydrodynamics of wave motion
in spray zones, causing impact and abrasion of transported
detritus against the rocky bottom (corrasion), Issel (1918)
was perhaps the first to use the term rockpool in a work de
scribing its biological features; Battistini (1986) described
in detail the sizes of some of these forms, resting on lime
stone and calcarenitic abrasion platforms (eolianites) in
southern Madagascar, where the tidal range is about 1.5 m.

PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE

red important elements for proper understanding of the
evolutionary phenomena which affected coastal environ
ments. These morphotypes, extensively found in many lo
calities, mainly in temperate and tropical areas, in coastal
transition zones; and subject continually to sea spray, oc
cur in all coastal areas, both tide- and wave-dominated, up
to heights of 2-4 m. Fossil forms, sometimes masked by
sediments, may be observed on ancient flat surfaces now
located both under and above the present-day sea level.
Their position is clearly due to ancient sea level highstands
and lowstands, in turn partly related to tectonic disloca
tions involving coastal belts, mainly during the Quaternary.

The present work aims at supplying details allowing
rapid in situ identification of such forms along the Mediter
ranean coasts and at understanding their complex genesis
and diverse evolution. These features are also linked to li
thology, layer dip, degree of fracturing and possible karst
ism, and also to the profile, gradient, orientation and expo
sure of the coasts in question. An attempt is also made here
to analyse the roles played by climate, mechanical action by
waves, chemical dissolution of meteoric and sea waters,
and the biochemical action of lithophage, lithobiontic and
litho constructor organisms, all of which represent further
factors governing the formative cycle of rockpools.
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of rockpools along the limestone coasts of Ireland and Por
tugal to modelling by the sea, karstism and its inherited
forms ilapic«) , as well as to cavities made by lithophages
and echinoids. In the western Mediterranean, near trot
toirs, mainly bioconstructed by the coralline alga Lithophil
lum lichenoides (Laborel & alii, 1994), basic conditions are
established for the development of ephemeral decimetric
rockpools (micro-lagoons), generally found at sea level and
subparallel to the coastline, the elongated form of which
recalls lagoonal environments on a small scale (fig. 2).

Many Authors have recorded the presence of rockpools
on emerged and submerged marine abrasion platforms,
found at various altitudes along Mediterranean coast cutt
ing limestone (Brancaccio, 1968; Romano & Sgrosso, 1992;
Donadio & alii, 1996; Ferrini & alii, 1996; Parroni & Si
lenzi, 1997; De Pippo & alii, 1998), pyroclastic rocks (De
Alteriis & alii, 1996), lava basements (De Pippo & alii,
1996), metamorphic rocks (Orru & alii, 1996) and beach
rocks (De Muro, 1996).

Mention must also be made of the description of those
forms , similar in aspect to rockpools, which occur along
coastal cliffs in various places around the world, in both
arid desert and cold regions, called tafoni and alveoli in
Italian and honeycombs in English the last ones. Although
these hollow sub circular forms, with diameters and depths
ranging from a few centimetres to some metres, do have
some morphological elements in common with rockpools ,
they mainly occur in pre-existing cavities on rocky surfaces
of different lithology (e.g., arenite, tuff, ophiolite). Suna
mura (1992) states that their genesis is linked to physico
chemical rather than biological processes and , in particu
lar , attributes an essential role in their formation to atmos
pheric phenomena which activate lithic disgregation by
means of wind erosion, cryoclastism and thermoclastism,
as well as rock dissolution in the spray zone outside the
high tide level. The formation of honeycombs is closely
linked to lithological structure, since those occurring along
coastal cliffs are controlled by weak stratification joints. In
stead, tafoni do not develop on horizontal surfaces like

m.s.!.
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FIG. 2 - Structure of a Litbopbillum licbenoides rim with micro-pools
(from Labore! & alii, 1994, modified) .

honeycombs and rockpools , but only on steep, vertical or
reverse -gradient slopes (Sunamura, 1992). Rockpools very
often coexist with tafoni and honeycombs, on which they
sometimes are superimposed.

TYPES, FORMS AND ASSOCIATIONS

During surveys along emerged and submerged coasts in
Campania (SW Italy: Sorrento Peninsula, Neapolitan coast ,
P~legraean islan~s, Cilento coast) , Latium (Cent ral Italy:
Circeo) and Apulia (SE Italy: Punta Pietre Nere, Gargano) ,
thirteen main morphotypes were identified, classified into
five categories, and attributed to differing zenetic mecha
nisms and environmental conditions. It sho~ld be stressed
that these forms may be found on any resistant substrate,
and that they are circular or spindle-shaped in most cases.
For the sake of simplicity , the macroscopic depressions
forming in coastal environments on any rocky substrate
with dia~eters between 0.1 and 1.0 m are called rockpools;
forms WIth smaller or greater diameters are called respec
tively micro-rockpools and macro-rockpools.

The various types of rockpool may be distinzuished ac
cording to the morphostructural situation of the landscape
or seascape which contains them; in particular, biocon
structed forms may be distinguished from erosional ones
according to which of the two genetic factors prevails. FOl:
example, the former occur on L. lichenoides corniches
along cliffs, whereas the latter are mainly found on marine
abrasion terraces.

In order to compose a basic classification of the rock
pools analysed here (fig. 3), reference was made, from the
merely terminological viewpoint, to that of Castiglioni
(1982) to describe the shape of karstic galleries and con
duits. However, it should be emphasized that there is no
direct genetic link between rockpools and karstic forms,
altho~gh some of the former, in carbonatic lithologies, may
sometimes develop in short subvertical karstic conduits
(sinkholes).

The classification used here, based on rockpool geome
try, necessarily uses terms which specify genesis and equ ali
ty of shape (e.g., primary elliptical bioconstruction, structu
ral elliptical superimposed, etc.). The II' index (between 0.6
and 6) was also evaluated. This index is given by the ratio
between .rockpool diameter or length and mean depth, in
order to Interpret the evolutionary stage of the form and to
identify its main controlling factor. With increasinz I val
ues, the structural conditions of the substrate containinz
the rockpool prevail over erosional phenomena. High val~
~es in~icate evolution due to phenomena of piracy. In addi
uon, nrn and bottom characteristics, position and distance
from the coastline , gradient and exposure to wave motion
altitude above sea level, lithology, direction of fractures'
and dip of the strata have all been noted for each rockpool.

a) BIOGENIC FORMS

These forms are generally found on a substrate almost
entirely built by animal and/or vegetal organisms, with
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FI G. 3 - Diagram of observed rockpools and coastal morphological and geological features.

subhorizontal dip and a gradient of less than 5°. As they
are relatively shallow with respect to their size, their Ip in
dex ranges between 3 and 5. In this case, two morphotypes
were obs erved and, although the y show some features in
common, their genesis and morphology are different.

a l ) Primary

To this morphotype belong oval or subelliptical micro
rockpools with major axes parallel to the coastline. In the
Mediterranean , as already noted , the y are common on
rhodophytic corniches along rock y coasts , near, the water
line. The shape and size of these rockpools are linked to
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the width of the bioconstructed rim and thus to the dy
namics of the constructor organisms. These dynamics are
in turn influenced by tid al range, erosion by wave motion
related to coastal exposure, wind and insolation, as well as
by the physico-chemical characteristics of seawater (Labo 
rel & alii, 1994). Micro-lagoons are generally about 30 cm
across and slightly above sea level (fig. 2).

a2) Secondary

These forms are found on sea terraces almost com
pletely emerging from the water, in areas partially shel
tered from wave motion. Their occurrence is due to the



presence of small grooves or sills composed of molluscs
(Mytilus galloprovincialisi and sometimes barnacles (Bala
nus sp.} , generally living. These too are ephemeral micro
and macro-rockpools, the genesis of which is due to weak
depressions in the colonized rocky substrate or previous
eroded rockpools later filled in with shells. The shape, cir
cular or irregular, also depends on the distribution of or
ganisms, the geometry of the rocky cavity, and the size of
the sill. Forms of this type , composed of mussel colonies
on a marine abrasion platforms cut in Neapolitan yellow
tuff, may be observed both along the western Neapolitan
coast (Cala Trentarerni) , and on lava platforms along the
Vesuvian coast. They recall the much larger, flat-bottomed
forms , rimmed by sills made by vermetid gastropods,
which colonize similar platforms in Madagascar (Battistini,
1986).

b) EROSIONAL FORMS

These are the result of chemical dissolution and me
chanical erosion by both fresh and salt waters, and of the
dismantling and corrosive activity of marine organisms.
This category contains three main morphotypes, the last of
which may be included among the erosional forms , even
though its genesis appears to be different. The Ip index,
varying between 0.6 and 5, falls in different intervals for
each morphotype.

b l ) Pothole

These are the result of the prevalent abrasion of the
rock after vortex motion. Subcylindrical or hemispheric,
they reach diameters and depths greater than 1 m and are
often associated with one or more other potholes of similar
shape and size. The Ip index ranges between 0.6 and 1, as
sinking is predominant. Potholes, with perimetral grooves
and slightly rounded pebbles on the bottom, generally
form at heights of less than 2 m above sea level along
coasts with gradients between 20° and 40° and well ex
posed to wave motion, mainly in areas typically subject to
undertow. Those at Marina di Puolo (fig. 4a) on the Sor
rento Peninsula are carved in weakly-sloping, flat , flint
bearing calcarenite and are all arranged along the same
fracture , almost at right angles to the coast, with irregular
perimetral grooves.

b2) Circular

These are the most common forms along Mediterrane
an coasts, frequently found in areas with gradients of less
than 45°, on surfaces with subhorizontal or sea-dipping
strata with lower inclination at a less acute angle with re
spect to that of the slope. The I index ranges between 1
and 3, since evolution is strong{y controlled by substrate
structure and gradient. They sometimes have a bottom
with honeycombs and pinnacles, weakly convex (fig. 4b)
or pipe-shaped (fig. -lc). There is very often a seaward gul
ly, and almost at right angles to the coast. On the Mesozo
ic limestone of Marciano and Punta Lagno (Sorrento Pe-

ninsula) , the rockpools decrease in density from 50 to 30
units/m' from the waterline inland (fig. 4d).

b3) Spindle-shaped

Commonly found in the belt near the beachline, gener
ally larger than 0.2 m and with an Ip index of between 3
and 5, these forms may have a short wide gully, almost as
wide as the pool itself, directed towards the coast or to
wards underlying rockpools according to the lines of maxi
mum gradient (fig. 4e). In forms in limestone, as seen on
the platform at Cape Sorrento, a subvertical sinkhole with
a subhorizontal conduit (fig. 4f) may be present, debouch
ing at the height of the sea notch. It thus appears that the
genesis of these forms is controlled by the subhorizontal
dip of strata, presence of fractures at right angles to the
coast, and karstic phenomena. Spindle-shaped forms , al
though without karstic phenomena, have also been ob
served on the tuffaceous pavement of artificial cavities of
Graeco-Roman age along the western Neapolitan coast
(Grotta del Tuono, Cala Trentaremi).

c) SUPERIMPOSED FORMS

These forms closely depend on the structure of the
rocky substrate and the texture of the clasts composing it ,
particularly on layer dip and the presence and orientation
of stratification joints , fracture planes and, in the case of
conglomerates, the shape and size of pebbles. The Ip index
varies between 1 and 6, due to evident structural control.
Three morphotypes may be distinguished.

cl ) Elliptical

This type is found on coasts with gradients exceeding
20° along interlayer planes with land-dipping strata
and/or, less commonly, with sea-dipping strata. The I f> in
dex generally ranges between 3 and 5 and the forms are
oriented parallel to the coast. They also have vertices with
acute angles and thin, irregular, perimetral grooves. Subel
liptical forms are found at Marina di Puolo on the Sorren
to Peninsula on land-dipping Mesozoic limestone strata
(fig. 5a). Instead, some rockpools in the Punta Lagno lime
stone are superimposed on sea-dipping interlayer surfaces
(fig. 5b) . Similar forms also occur near Torre Mileto (west
ern Gargano, Apulia), on a terrace cut in limestone with a
seaward dip greater than the slope.

c2) Sinusoidal

This morphotype contains macro-rockpools overlying
karstic structures, with lapie: platform, or characteristic
fracture systems. They may be found both parallel and
transversal to the coast. In the former case, the sometimes
intercommunicating rockpools have one or more continu
ous perimetral furrows at different heights, pebbles on the
bottom, and well-rounded rims. In the latter case, they are
mainly of structural type, following the fracture trend, and
with rounded rims. These forms have an Ip index between
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F IG. 4 - a) Poth oles on calcarenit
ic coast at Marin a di Pu olo (Sor
rento Penin sula , Southern Italy);
b ) micro-rockp ool with bott om
of a low convex ity, honeycomb s
and a seaward gully; c) rockpool
in centimetr ic pipe-shaped lime
stone ; d) rockpools of decreasing
density (from 50 to 30 unit s/m ' )
from waterline to inland; e)
spindl e-shaped rock pool with
seaward gully at right angles to
coast; f) spindle-shaped rockpool
on Cape Sorrent o limeston e, with
a subvertic al karstic sinkh ole on

bott om.

f

d

b

c

a

e

1.5 and 6. The forms observed in the limestone of Marcia
no (Sorrento Peninsula), from the waterline to about + 8 m
above sea level, are about 6 m long and are arranged on a
lapiez pavement (fig. 5c). Instead, the structural sinusoidal
rockpools along the Cape Sorrento coast are found on frac
tures in the limestone substrate running more or less paral
lel to the coast rather than transversally, because of the
prevalent local orientation of the fracture system (fig. 5d).

c3) Superimposed on mark

These relatively rare forms arise in small cavities once
occupied by pebbles or blocks removed or eroded from
limestone conglomerates and breccias, or volcanoclastites,
with a Ip index between 1 and 3. They inh erit the form of
the original clast and are generally sub circular and/or oval,
although rectangular and trapezoidal forms are not lack
ing. Their average size is slightly greater than that of the
former clasts (fig. 5e ).

d) COMPLEX FORMS

Thes e forms are the result of an association of several
morphotypes , more or less similar, the origin of which is
due to structural motifs, superimposing, piracy, or the in
teraction of several phenomena. Although sometimes oc
curring on fissured lava, they are extensively found on
limestone rocks, preserving traces of their inherited mor
phology. Irregular shapes with acute angles may be gener
ated at the intersection of fractures or in lapiez cracks ,
whereas amoeboid forms derive from the capture of adja
cent rockpools. One complex type often derives from the
sup erimposing of forms of different generations or super
imposing together with piracy on inherited karstic struc
tures or fractured rocks. Sizes and Ip index values are ex
tremely variable, due to the association of forms , in turn
genetically controlled by several different morphostruc
tural factors . They may be subdivided into three mor
photypes .
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FI G. 5 - a) Rockp ool sup erim-
posed on interlayer surface,
land -dipping; b) rockpool su
perimposed on inter-layer sur
face, sea-dipping; c) sinusoidal
rockp ool superimposed on a
lapiez pavement; d) structural si
nu soidal rockpoo l superim
posed on a fract ure; e) rockpo ol
super imposed on a pebble-cast.

d l ) Amoeboid

This form results from the evolution, by capture, of ad
jacent circular, spindle-shaped or sinusoidal rockpools.
They may be generated either by the extension of pre
existing forms or by superimposing on intersecting frac 
tures of various orientation (fig. 6a).

coast and often intercommunicatin g. Examples are the
large rockpools on the coastal platform of Punta Tresino
(Cilento, Campania) , resting on calcarenitic layers with
cross-dipping strata.

e) ARTIFICIAL FORMS

d2) Cluster

These morphotypes are generated along fractures al
most at right angles to the coast, due to the superimposing
of rockpools belonging to different generations, connected
by intermediate channels or wide cuts. An example may be
found at Punta Lagno on the Sorrento Peninsula (fig. 6b) .

Easily recognizable due to their extremely regular shape ,
these forms were mainly carved by man from G raeco
Roman times onwards, for various reasons. Their presence
on flat surfaces near the sea is due to the suitable rocky sub 
strate, the availability of water to work art efacts and , very
probably, also to the possibility of transporting artefacts by
sea. These forms may be subdivided into two morphotypes.

d3 ) Comb-shaped

This is an association of elliptical macro-rockpools ex
tending subparallel, arranged almost at right angles to the

e l ) Cylindrical

These forms are found as more or less regular cavities
produced by the sometimes incomplete extraction of
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FIG. 6 - a) Amoebo id rockpool created by pyracy of adjacent spindle
shaped pools; b ) cluster- shaped rockpools along a fracture .

blocks or as the holes originally made for wooden piles set
in the rock. Artificial rockpools , although preserving their
original shape, are quickly colonized by marine organisms
and subjected to erosion. Some artificial circular rockpools
(fig. Te), about 80 ern in diameter and 20 ern deep, are re
ported on the en-T yrrhenian marine terrace at Lido Fico
celle (Cape Palinuro, Campania), and are the result of the
extraction of cylindrical blocks for the in situ construction

of a grindstone (Antonioli & alii, 1994, 1996). There are
many sub cylindrical artificial rockpools on the island of
Ventotene (Latium), on a modelled emerging marine abra
sion platform in the Pleistocene pyroclastic deposits of the
area surrounding the Roman port (fig. 7d). These forms
were carved in order to collect salt and probably also par
tially to attenuate wave motion (Limardo, 1989). One or
more natural rockpools may sometimes be rendered artifi 
cial by anthropic chan ges, as in the singular case of the
macro-rockpools at Punta Lagno (fig. 7b ), where the sea
ward rim has been reconstructed, giving rise to a large sub 
cylindrical form which constantly fills with water.

Field observations clearly indicate that the genesis and
development of rockpools , especially on limestone rocks ,
are due to several interacting processes and factors (Clark ,

e2) Prismatic

These forms , frequent along the coasts of Campania
and Latium, sometimes underwater and mainly on pyro
clastic rocks, are due to the extraction of large blocks from
marine abrasion platforms or coastal grottoes, used by the
Romans for constructing piscinae and canals (fig. Tc). Some
prismatic forms , excavated in Roman or perhaps Lon go
bard times, are found at Lago, near San Marco di Castella
bate, Salerno, along the Cilento coast.

. MORPHOLOGICAL GENESIS AND EVOLUTION
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c
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FIG. 7 - a) Artificial rockpoo l
created by extraction of a cylindri
cal limestone block from a marine
terrace of eu-Tyrrhenia n age at
Cape P alinuro (Campania, south
ern Italy), used to carve a grind
stone in situ (from ANTONIOU &
alii, 1994); b) anthropically modi
fied macro-rockpool at Pu nt a Lag
no (Sorrento Peninsula), showing
captu red form s on bot tom; c) pris
matic macro-rockpool carved dur
ing the Graeco-Roman period in a
Neapolitan Yellow Tu ff terrace
(Campan ia, southern It aly), now
submerged to 3 m depth due to
br adyseismic phenomena (thick
shaded line: rockpool rims; thin
shaded line: rockpool bottom); d)
artificial subcylindrica l rockp ools
near Roman port on island of
Ventotene (Latium, central Italy),
carved in emerging surface of a
pyroclast ic marine ter race in order
to collect salt and probably to
reduce the wave action (from Li-

mardo,1 989).
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1977). Supporting previous knowledge in the Mediterrane
an, rockpools are normally found in the inter- and suprati
dal zones, between a few centimetres above sea level and
the maximum reach of storm surges. Their presence is
mainly caused by bio-erosion and biocorrosion by animal
and vegetal marine macro- and micro-organisms, to the
point at which we may speak of biokarstism (Spencer,
1988).

Rocks containing neo-rockpools are predisposed to me
chanical dismantling by wave motion and exogenous
agents. As a consequence of environmental conditions, to
these processes must be added contemporary physico
chemical dissolving mechanisms which may prevail at vari
ous periods. The presence of submerged springs near the
coastline also causes mixing between fresh and salt wat ers ,
giving rise to phenomena of hyperkarstism, with the rapid
formation of cavities along tectonic discontinuities (Plum
mer, 1975; Lohmann, 1988; Forti , 1991).

Control of the mechanical and physico-chemical mor
phological action of exogenous agents (Parroni & Silenzi,
1977) is exerted by the differing resistance to erosion of
the various outcropping rocks. While on one hand the pre
cipitation of calcite in pores (Battistini, 1986) and the pres
ence of encrusting superficial organisms (calcareous algae,
vermetid gastropods, polychaetes, sponges) both slow ero
sion, on the other hand it is accelerated by specific abra
sion (grazing) by the radula of certain gastropods (e.g., Pa
tella coerulea, Littorina neritoidesi and the spines and teeth
of some echinoids (Paracentrotus liuidus) in search of food
and shelter. This biological activity is revealed by the typi
cal small furrows and hemispheric niches in the rims of
rockpools , especially in heavily colonized ones , along
coasts particularly exposed to wave motion. Reduced den
sity of rockpools in limestone, observed from the waterline
inland, is linked both to the lesser spatial control exerted
by physico-chemical and hydrodynamic factors and, obvi
ously , to the lower numbers of marine organisms. The lat-

FIG. 8 - a) Cylindrical micro
rockpool developing on a wave
expose d limestone coast ; b) sub
circular rnicro-r ock pool develop
ing in zone of a wave-shelt ered

limestone coast .

ter are selectivel y replaced by species more resistant to hy
perhaline environments, when water turnover in rockpools
is low (progressive drying-out) , or hypohaline situations,
when sea water occasionally mixes with rainwater.

In general, the distribution of sessile organisms coloniz
ing rockpools gives the rocky surface of the coast different
colours between the inter- and supratidal zones, gradually
varying upwards from pale green to yellowish-brown,
black, grey, and then white (Spencer, 1988). However,
along the coasts examined in the present work, such col
our zoning was not observed ; on the contrary, in some cas
es, almost the reverse colours were found (fig. 4d), prob
ably indicating the different distribution of the organisms
(cyanobacteria, blue-green algae , halophytes , lichens). Al
though a greater variety of forms is found on limestone
rocks, which are relatively resist ant, very frequent along
Mediterranean coasts , more extensively involved by frac
ture systems and easily exposed to the dissolving action of
CaC03, rockpools also occur in other substrates at varying
altitudes in both emerged and submerged environments.

The present study reveals the clear prevalence of circu
lar and spindle-shaped types , as well as a general evolu
tionary trend towards these forms. These morphotypes
generally do not form on coasts with gradient s exceeding
45°, since meteoric and sea waters produce dissolution or
run-off furrows on them: only at points with average or
low gradients and on asperities or small rock fractures can
sub cylindrical micro-rockpools form on coasts well ex
posed to wave motion (fig. Sa) or subcircular forms if the
coasts are less exposed (fig. Sb); these forms tend to in
crease in size over time. Instead, on sheltered coasts , sea
spray generates honeycomb shapes on which circular
forms are superimposed, sometimes with a cut in the sea
ward rim and an uneven , weakly conve x bottom (fig. 4b).

On the basis of forms found in situ and those 'described
by previous Authors, figure 9a shows the plan and cross
section of the gradual evolution of a pothole, in any resist-

a
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ant substrate. The pothole is created from a centimetric al
veolus (a) and is initially widened and rapidly deepened
(b) until it reaches equilibrium dimensions (c) as a result of
hydrodynamic energy and mechanical, biological and
chemical erosion. Sand (e) and pebbles (f) are deposited
on the bottom, contributing to the formation of a hol
lowed rim as the result of vortex motion. Figure 9b shows
the gradual development of a circular rockpool and its
progressive transformation into a spindle shape. In this
case, an alveolus or micro-rockpool (a) widens rapidly (b),
and seaward erosion gradually prevails, with an increase in
diameter (C, d, e) due to the entry of sea water during
storms, finally creating a short gully (f), more or less at
right angles to the coast, which later tends to become larg
er (g). Some limestone rockpools may evolve in short sub
vertical karstic conduits (sinkholes), especially near the wa
terline or on the edge of a terrace. In this case (fig. 9b), an
already existing rockpool (e) tends to deepen into a funnel
shape (i) and a narrow conduit sometimes forms on the
bottom (cc). In the presence of sea-dipping strata or frac
tures at right angles to the coast, progressively in erosion
(h), the subvertical circular conduit gradually assumes a

subhorizontal trend among the joints , debouching near or
just under the sea notch (sb), where excavation due to vor
tex motion may take place.

Clearly, pre-existing conditions necessary for the de
velopment of one or the other form are closely linked to
the morphology and exposure of the coast to wave mo
tion, climatic conditions, and the textural and structural
features of the rocky substrate, as well as to complex com
petition among colonizing micro- and macro-organisms.
In particular, potholes are more common on averagely
steep coasts exposed to storms, composed of conglomer
ates in which erosion-resistant and easily moved clasts are
available. However, it is possible to see similar forms,
along pre-existing fractures at right angles to the coast,
where vortexes form both during ascending and descend
ing flows of sea water. If environmental conditions change
for tectono-eustatic reasons, developing potholes general
ly evolve into circular or spindle-shaped rockpools, above
all when they are close to the coastline. Evolved spindle
shaped forms, with marked, deep cuts at right angles to
the coast, are frequent along the edges of marine abrasion
terraces, e.g. the Sorrento Peninsula limestones, now sub-
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of evolutionary stages of a pot
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Time t calculated for these forms, generated on a par
ticular type of lithology in oceanic meteo-marine condi
tions, starting from the mean of the ten greatest depths Del
and desumed from the development of forms with an aver
age depth of 6.5 ern in 66 years, allowed the above Authors
to estimate a mean deepening rate of about 1.7 mm/year.
This value is not very different from that calculated by Su
namura (1992) for the development of honeycombs on
crystalline schists on the French Atlantic coast (1.1 mm/
year); the value for forms on arenitic and volcanic blocks is

merged to various depths as a result of tectono-eustatic
movements (fig. 10).

Many Authors observed potholes on resistant rocks
such as conglomerates, limestone breccias, granite and
ophiolite, whereas such forms on pyroclastic or effusive
rocks do not appear to have been reported. In the case of
pyroclastites, this is very probably due to their poor me
chanical resistance, and to the fact that these lithologies do
not commonly have shallow marine abrasion platforms.
Moreover, potholes do not commonly develop in effusive
rocks, due to the lack of flat outcropping erosional surfac
es, to the way in which lava flows are emplaced in the sea,
and to their particular resistance to erosion.

The time necessary for the formation and development
of coastal potholes is very variable, due to the numerous
biotic and abiotic factors involved, although a few dozen
years may be hypothesized if the substrate rocks are aver
agely coherent. This time interval is probably longer than
that indicated for the formation of giant potholes in fluvio
glacial environments (Federici & Piacente, 1993).

Time estimates, although made with due caution, may
be extrapolated from the exponential equation of Matsu
kura & Matsuoka (1991) for the tafoni of various ages and
altitudes in the Miocene tuffaceous conglomerates of cliffs
in Japan:

(20,3 - Del) / 20,3
t=-------

0,005
[1]

about half (0.6 rum/year). In our case, according to equa
tion [1] of Matsukura & Matsuoka (1991), circular rock
pools 10 ern deep in limestone would take about 60 years
to form, although this value must still be experimentally
verified on various lithologies along Mediterranean coasts.

One frequently observed phenomenon is the capture of
one or more rockpools by pirate forms, usually as a result
of accelerated erosion along the outer rims of pools nearer
the sea, generating complex forms. This phenomenon be
gins with the progressive expansion of adjacent forms and
the opening of a gully which allows communication along
the line of maximum gradient. When two or more rock
pools coalesce, a new, irregularly shaped one develops,
which tends to be subelliptical, with its major axis almost
at right angles to the coast. Erosional processes then re
duce the difference in depth of the pre-existing rockpools
and amplify the gully, which is later obliterated. Piracy
may extend to many adjacent rockpools and finally give
rise to circular or spindle-shaped macro-rockpools with
gullies debouching into the sea (figs. 4e and 6a). An exam
ple of this process is the macro-rockpool in the Punta Lag
no limestone (Sorrento Peninsula), incorporating many mi
nor forms, traces of which are visible on the bottom of the
resulting form (fig. 7b).

Rockpools are not only found on present-day coastal
platforms but also on ones which, as a result of tectono
eustatic phenomena, are now located both above and be
low current sea level. Forms above sea level are not always
easy to identify, since subaerial erosion cancels elements
distinguishing them from depressions caused by other phe
nomena such as karstism. On submerged abrasion terrac
es, erosion and chemico-physical dissolution model previ
ous rockpools, generating complex types which occasional
ly reveal the earliest, original shape which developed in a
tidal environment. Forms with features intermediate be
tween circular rockpools and potholes may be observed in
the limestone of the submerged marine abrasion platform
at Marina della Lobra (Sorrento Peninsula), at a depth of
about 1 m (fig. 11). These forms still have well-rounded

FIG. 10 - Evolved spindle-shaped rockpool, with large , deep gully, paral
lel to coast, located on a limestone marine terrace now submerged to 6 m

depth by tectonic-eustatic events.

FIG. 11 - Morphotype with features intermediate between circular rock
pool and pothole, at 1 m depth on a submerged marine terrace at Marina

della Lobra (Sorrento Peninsula).
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pebbles on the bottom but, unlike potholes, their rims are
thin and sharp , with an I p index of 1 or more. Here, prob
ably originally circular rockpools , once submerged , were
partly filled by clasts. Their different cross-section, wider
at the bottom, is probably due to later modelling under
water where, the energy necessary to form an emerged pot
hole being equal, vortex motion had a smaller erosional ef
fect. Some potholes south of Scoglio Vetara (Li Galli , Sor 
rento Peninsula), in a limestone erosional surface 8 m
deep, do not have the well-hollowed rim generally seen in
coastal potholes. Here, the y are large (diameter and depth
exceeding 1 m}, and contain rounded pebbles covered
with encrusting organisms (fig. 12). It may be hypothesized
that these potholes, once in an underwater environment,
were subjected to erosion with amplification of their diam
eter and that , once at a certain depth, vortex motion strong
enough to move the pebbles was not frequent.

On the limestone of the Punta Lagno abrasion surface,
extending to a depth of about 3 m, there is a complex el
liptical rockpool at about -1 m, on the flat bottom of
which, centrally located along the axis of the pool, there is
a second, deeper pool, subelliptical in shape (fig. 13). This
complex type is probably the result of the submarine evo
lution of an originally subaerial elliptical or cluster form ,
lying on a fracture.

In areas with high sedimentation, rockpools may be
rapidly buried and become «fossils». Examples are the cir
cular forms found on the sea bottom at depths of about 8
m, on the Secca delle Formiche bank (Canale d'Ischia) ,
modelled on hyaloclast deposits. These forms are filled
with pyroclastic sand containing an abundant bioclastic
fraction .

CONCLUSIONS

The present resarch identified thirteen morphotypes of
rockpools, falling into five categories, together with some
morphotypes with intermediate features. The various
forms mainly occur on resistant rocks, in both emerged

FIG. 12 - Lar ge potholes with rounded pebbles on bottom at 8 m depth,
south of Scoglio Vetara (Sorrento Peninsula).
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FIG. 13 - Complex ellipti cal morphotype on a submerged ma rine terrace
at 3 m depth at Punta Lagno (Sorrento Peninsula), with a subelliptical

macro -rockpool on flat bottom.

and submarine environments, but mainly on limestone,
thanks to its ubiquity and frequent fracturing; circular
forms are common, although there is a general evolution
ary trend towards spindle-shaped ones.

In the genesis and evolution of the various forms de
scribed here, an important role is played by several envi
ronmental factors (climatic, biological , morphological) and
their interactions. In particular, constant bio-erosion by
marine micro- and macro-organisms in the inter- and su
pratidal zones in temperate climatic conditions, although
contrasted by the action of bioconstructor organisms and
salt precipitation, is probably responsible for the formation
of rockpools, as also hypothesized by other Authors. To
this action must be added contemporary chemico-physical
erosion by both meteoric and sea waters, and mechanical
erosion due to wave motion. The latter. is also influenced
by climatic conditions, the structural and textural charac
teristics of the rocky substrate, and coastal exposure.

It was observed that circular macroforms and potholes
are generated mainly on coasts highly exposed to wave mo
tion and with subhorizontal dip, or sea-dipping strata less
inclined than the slope. These morphotypes may evolve in
to spindle-shaped forms after progressive amplification
due to the ingression of sea water caused by slight tectono
eustatic movements, especially when the forms are located



near the edges of abrasion [erraces. Instead, the genesis of
ellip tical forms is controlled by land-dipping or cross
dipping strata; in the former case, rockpools also form on
steeper coasts. Rockpools are not generally found on wave
exposed coasts with gradients exceeding 45°, tranversal
gullies or micro-rockpools lying over ta/oni and honey
combs more commonly form in [heir place.

On sheltered coasts, where chemical dissolution pre
vails, honeycomb belts develop , as well as circular micro
and macro-rockpools with uneven, weakly convex bot
toms. In thes e morphotypes , frequent phenomena of pira
cy produce rejuvenated forms , generating complex and
som etimes large rockpools.

Tectono-eustatic events, raising or lowering the marine
abrasion surfaces containing rockpools , induce morpho
logical variations, accelerate or slow their evolution, and
generate «fossil » forms , relocating rockpools above the
preceding sea level. Conversely, coast al sinking or sea level
rises may remodel rockpools in submarine environments
and, in certain cases , create «fossil» forms , either because
such forms are located at depths exceeding 10 m or be
cause th ey are filled with sediments. However, it is not al
ways po ssible to distinguish whether these forms were gen
erated during sea level highstands or lowst ands , although
the finding of well-preserved submerged forms up to
depths of -20 m indicates that they formed during the
most recent sea level rise.
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